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South Africa - Weather
Any harvesting that is not yet complete will advance swiftly
• Western Cape, Free State, and neighboring areas will further dry down during
the next two weeks
o Most areas already have a shortage of moisture
• The main winter wheat areas will need to see a good shot of rain at the
beginning of July
o Free State and neighboring areas initially saw good planting and
establishment conditions before the drier weather bias evolved during
the past several weeks
o Western Cape has otherwise been too dry to support ideal winter wheat
conditions
o Stress potentials will gradually increase if the drier bias continues well
into July
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: This week’s rainy weather will prolong planting delays in some areas and the greater
rainfall will also create local flooding. Fieldwork is not likely to conclude in many soybean fields prior to
prevent plant dates because of the wet conditions. June 25-July 2 will change with much less rain
especially in west-central and southwestern parts of the Corn Belt as a high pressure ridge develops
over those areas.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Rain will fall periodically in the Delta through Wednesday with a few
showers lingering Thursday. Tuesday will be driest. Rain totals by the end of this week will range from
0.50 to 1.50 inches with local totals to 2.00 inches; northern areas will be wettest. Scattered showers
and thunderstorms will impact the southeastern states today through Thursday. Rainfall will range
from 0.20 to 0.75 inch with a few amounts of 0.75 to 1.50 inches. The Carolinas will receive the lightest
amount of rain.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Good to excellent harvest weather is expected in second season corn and cotton
production areas as well as late season crops like citrus, sugarcane, coffee and
late season rice. Rain in southern wheat areas June 26-July 1 will help to ensure good crop
development.
ARGENTINA: Additional showers are possible June 29-July 1 with up to 0.60 inch resulting and local
totals of 0.50 inch. The next two weeks will prove to be ideal for wheat and barley planting and
establishment. Just enough rain will fall to support germination, emergence and establishment. Delays
to fieldwork should be brief. Late season corn, sorghum and peanut harvesting will advance around
the week’s precipitation.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: A good mixture of rain and sunshine will occur throughout most of Europe this week. Some stronger storms will produce heavy rainfall in the U.K. into south Scandinavia as well as east France, Germany and north
Italy into east Europe. Rainfall will be confined to the far north today into Friday and return to central and eastern Europe this weekend into next week. Moisture totals will vary from 0.50 to 2.00 inches and local totals
exceeding 3.00 inches by this time next week
AUSTRALIA: Precipitation will return to Western Australia late this week, although drying will prevail through Thursday. Rounds of precipitation will increase in Western Australia Friday into the weekend and into early next
week. The rain will help replenish soil moisture and benefit crops. The greatest rain will occur near and along the southwest coast. Moisture totals will vary from 0.75 to 2.50 inches. Meanwhile, mostly light rain will occur
inland. Moisture totals will vary from 0.10 to 0.75 inch and local totals up to 2.00 inches
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